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Thats the truth, I just downloaded WaveLab
6.3 from Steinberg. Ive seen 5.X to 7.0 go
both ways. I think the version I have is
6.1.1.303 or something. I cant remember
exactly. And Ive got all the patches like the
restore/save/etc, plus I added the crack as a
generic release. Im glad WaveLab Pro never
gave me a crack. If I like WaveLab Pro, Ill pay
for it. Tho, the free demos are becoming a bit
hard on the old wallet. The crack doesnt
screw up the price of the software. But the
forum is closed for you forever and that really
sucks for people who are new in the
community. Theres also a dead link to a disk
where you can download the file and a
strange wordpress.com site which didnt work
for me.But what's worst is that you must pay
them and they still wont answer you at all.
They just want your money! It's a scam. Also
there are over 250 posts on hackers sights
about the crack at amazon.com.The only
positive thing I could say about the crack is
that it is a bunch of people that quit their jobs
to make such a big thing with little budget.
My best advice is to stay away from it. If
there are people reading this and they want
to know what happened to their crack please
contact me and I will contact Steinberg HQ
with your message I just updated to wavelab
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pro 6.2.0.17. I deleted all my old pro files and
imported them. I had some small errors but
nothing major. I will also update to WaveLab
M-Studio XT this winter.XtremePaks for
WaveLab start at $209 with the upgrades you
need. And that's in US dollars.
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